
 Tesseract Modular - T U K R A 

 
 

TUKRA is an 8 track eurorack trigger sequencer, with audio and midi capabilities. 
 
The module is conceived to offer the widest array of possibilities while keeping all functions as accessible as 
possible and without submenus.  
 
Brief overview: 
 

● 64 patterns (with up to 64 steps each). 
● 64 parts (with up to 64 patterns). 
● 16 songs (with up to 64 parts). 
● 64 projects in the microSD card (with all the above each). 
● Play mode, clock divider and length independent per track & pattern. 
● Probability for step, gate and roll. 
● Triplets. 
● Swing (aka shuffle). 
● Micro grid edit (24 ppq). 
● Euclidean Rhythm Generator. 
● 8 internal LFOs. 
● Drum synth. 
● One shot sample player. 
● Mixer with volume, balance, reverb, filter and bit crusher. 
● Modulation matrix for almost all parameters. 

 
  
Get the las firmware here and flash it with the Teensy loader.  
If you want to get the firmware version installed press shift + function + multiselect  +  +  

 
Tukra cheat sheet. 
 
Build guide is here. 
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TUKRA’S PARAMETERS 
 

Step parameters, every step within a pattern has these settings: 
 

● Step. 
● Step probability  
● Gate. 
● Gate probability. 
● Roll. 
● Roll probability. 
● Micro grid (6 micro steps pattern inside every step) 
● Step Value (to define the MIDI velocity, MIDI note, sample selection or any other modulation purpose). 

 
Pattern parameters, these are independent for each of the 8 tracks and 64 patterns, except the ‘master track’ 
and the ‘triplet grid’ which are referred to the whole pattern. 
 

● Play mode: forward, backward, pendulum or random, all of the previous with or without step repeat. 
● Length: up to 64 steps.  
● Clock divider: from 1 to 64 steps. 
● Euclidean number. 
● Euclidean pattern rotation (offset). 
● Choke. 
● Master track on/off (makes the first track to reset the pattern). 
● Triplet grid (on/off for every 4 steps of the pattern,  

 
Song parameters, a few parameters that would be shared by all patterns & parts within a song: 
 

● Tempo. 
● Swing amount. 
● Track settings: 

○ Drum synth on/off (activates the drum synth and the noise). 
○ Drum synth waveform. 
○ Sample player on/off (factory or user bank). 
○ Sample selection. 
○ Midi on/off. 
○ Midi note. 
○ Step value to midi velocity on/off. 
○ Step value to midi note on/off (this will affect the pitch of the drum synth too). 
○ Step value to sample selection on/off. 

● Ramifications generative algorithm, settings: layer, tracks, action, density, cycle reset and bug. 
● Modulation matrix settings (modulation source and modulation amount). 
● Drums: 

○ Drum synth volume. 
○ Drum synth decay, the duration of the envelope. 
○ Drum synth pitch, the base frequency of the drum. 
○ Drum synth pitch envelope amount. 
○ Sample player volume. 
○ Noise volume. 
○ Sample player & noise decay. 

● Mixer: 
○ Volume. 
○ Balance. 
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○ Reverb amount. 
○ Filter cutoff. 
○ Filter resonance. 
○ Filter type (crossfades lowpass / bandpass / highpass). 
○ Bitcrusher amount (sound degradation). 

 
Global parameters, these the same for all 16 songs, and except LFO and BITCRUSH settings, they’ll be 
stored in the internal memory, so they’ll be the same for all projects: 
 

● LFOs frequency and shape. 
● BITCRUSH settings. 
● Clock in setting. 
● Clock out. 
● Reset out. 
● Brightness & color correction. 
● Reverb (time and stereo image). 
● Midi channel (configurable per track). 

 
 

 
TUKRA’s panel topology: 

 
- Encoder. 
 
- Main function buttons. 
 
- 8 x 8 grid. 
 
- Potentiometers and aux leds. 
 
- Inputs and outputs. 
 
- Host USB port. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Encoder: 
The encoder has 2 functions assigned, to switch between them use the encoder click.              
One is the track selection, indicated by the right-most column of leds turned off except the                
one corresponding to the selected track, which will be pink. The second encoder function will               
depend on the edit view / function / parameter selected.  
Some parameters (like step, gate, roll...) can be set by turning the encoder or clicking the grid, some others                   
are set only by using the encoder (like tempo, swing amount…). 
Some of these encoder functions will display its value using the grid as a low resolution display if multi select                    

 is pressed. Encoder functions that actually will display the value are: 
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- Tempo 
- Swing amount 

- Sample select 
- Midi note 

- Clock input settings 
- Clock output settings 



 
Main function buttons 
Those provide direct access to some of the most relevant functions.  
The left column is oriented to edit tools & actions: 

● Play & stop / continue. 
● Tempo / swing / half & double tempo. 
● Zoom / follow / shuttle. 
● Randomize / initialize. 
● Copy / paste. 
● Multiselect tool.  
● Grid functions. 
● Shift. 

Right column is oriented to edit modes & views: 
● Step / step probability. 
● Gate / gate probability. 
● Roll / roll probability. 
● Step value / pattern parameters modulation. 
● Track settings / triplets. 
● Live view (aka performance actions). 
● Drums / drums modulation. 
● Audio mixer / mixer modulation. 

Detailed info about function buttons here. 
 
 

 
Potentiometers and aux leds 
 
The 4 TUKRA’s potentiometers adjust the offset of each of the 4 CV inputs. When nothing is plugged                  
in the CV jacks, those pots will work as manual modulation controls. If a signal is connected to the                   
jack, the respective pot will set the input voltage range: 

- CCW : voltage range 0v to +10v. 
- Center : voltage range from -5v To +5v. 
- CW : voltage range from -10v to 0v. 

Voltages outside those limits will be trimmed / ignored. 
 
So, for example, if you want to use an envelope let the potentiometer CCW, and if you want to use an                     
LFO set the pot to center position. 
 
This column of led is also intended to provide useful feedback. By default the translucent shaft of the                  
4 potentiometers will monitor the CV with colors, from red (negative) to green (positive). 
A blinking led in this column indicates the row that has the icons of the parameters that every                  
column represents in that view. 
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8 x 8 GRID 

 
The button grid is not only for editing steps, it does also            
contain direct access to lots of functions & views. Acces          
them by pressing the function button while clicking         
on the grid. 
 
The leftmost column of the grid (in combination with some          
edit buttons) is used to select, copy, paste, randomize or          
clear several track parameters. Will refer to it as ‘numbers’.  
 
The grid is organized in rows, which have (more or less)           
related functions / parameters.  
 
The buttons of the grid are soft click, you can fill the steps             
of a row just sliding one finger  across it. 
More details here. 

 
 
 

 
Inputs and outputs 
 

 
The MIDI trs input accepts both standards for the pinout (thanks to Jim Matheson for the                
midi in ‘either way’ circuit). 
For the output, there are switches in the back of the module to toggle between the two                 
standards (so it’ll work with both Korg / Makenoise or Arturia / Novation MIDI trs pinouts). 
 
 

 
TUKRA’s organization is pretty simple:  
 
STEP < PATTERN < PART < SONG < PROJECT  
 
The 64 patterns is what you have to build parts, and those 64 parts is what you have to build songs. Patterns                      
and parts are shared within songs (so each song does not have its own set of patterns or parts). 
 
Each pattern has an independent number of steps for every track, but the length of the first track is the one                     
that defines the pattern length.  
The clock division setting of the first track will also affect the pattern length, so if track 1 has a length of 16                       
steps and a clock division of 2, the length of that pattern would be 32 steps.  
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Physical inputs: 
● Clock. 
● Reset. 
● CV (1 - 4) 
● Midi trs. 
● Midi USB. 
● Host USB Midi. 

Physical outputs: 
● Clock. 
● Reset. 
● Trigger / gate (1 - 8). 
● Midi trs.. 
● Midi USB. 
● Audio L & R. 



The pattern length will be the time that the pattern will be played within a part, before stepping to the next one                      
in the chain. Consequently, if we have a pattern where track 1 has 8 steps and the other tracks have 64 steps,                      
when used inside a part, it will be played only during 8 steps before going to the next pattern. 
 
If the pattern is set to Master Track, once the first track ends its cycle all tracks will start at their starting point                       
too, if not, the other tracks will continue playing where they were. When used inside a part (or pattern chain) a                     
pattern set to Master Track will always start playing its tracks on their starting point. 
 
 

 
Micro grid 
Every step of the sequencer is divided into 6 micro steps. That micro grid is used for the rolls (aka ratchet) but                      
can also be edited to get those orthopedic grooves you’ve always wanted in your life. 
 
 

 
The sample player has 2 options, one uses an internal factory bank of 256 samples, the other one is                   
conceived for user samples, those have to be in 16 bit 44.1KHz RAW format and they will be copied from the                     
microSD card to the internal memory. To convert your audio files to RAW format you can use the free audio                    
editor Audacity. The process to import the samples is really simple, more info here. 
 
 

 
Vertical and horizontal view for drums & mixer parameters 
 By pressing the drums or mixer button you’ll enter the vertical view, in those views, rows don’t                   
represent tracks, instead, each column represents the value of a parameter (like faders in a mixer). The                 
numbers column will indicate with a blue dot the selected track. A blinking blue led on the pots column                   
indicates the row that has the info about what parameter each column is. 
 
Both the Drum Synth and the Audio mixer parameters can be visualized in 2 ways: 

- Vertical view (fader style, where all parameters of one track are displayed). 
- Horizontal view (where only one parameter is displayed for all tracks). 

To open the horizontal view press function button and click on the icon of the parameter you want to                    
visualize / edit (for example  +  for the bitcrusher). 
 
The horizontal view it’s pretty handy when adjusting the audio mixer balance of all tracks to distribute them in                   
the stereo spectrum, for example. 

 
Vertical view: 1 track & 7 parameters Horizontal view: 8 tracks & 1 parameter 
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 Grid functions. Access them by pressing the function button  while clicking on the grid. 
 
ROW 1 - patterns, parts, songs and projects: 

ROW 2 - various settings and tools 

ROW 3 - ramifications & LFOs 

ROW 4 - pattern settings 

ROW 5 - track settings 

ROW 6 - live / performance actions: 

ROW 7 - drums 

ROW 8 - mixer 

 

The blue highlighted ones correspond also to grid views, where each column is a parameter. 
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 PATTERNS EDIT PART PARTS EDIT SONG SONGS OPEN  / 
IMPORT 

SAVE 
PROJECT 

        

 CLOCK IN CLOCK OUT / 
RESET OUT 

BRIGHTNESS 
/ COLOR 

REVERB TIME 
/ STEREO 

TAP TEMPO RECORD SNAPSHOT 

        

TRACKS RAMIF. 
LAYER / LFO 

ACTION / 
SHAPE 

X 64 STEPS X 8 STEPS X  1 STEPS EDIT LFO / 
CYCLE RESET 

BUG / ERASE 
USER BANK 

        

 PLAY MODE LENGTH CLOCK 
DIVIDER 

EUCLIDEAN 
RHYTHM 

EUCLIDEAN 
ROTATION 

SCULPT MASTER 
FILTER 

        

 DRUM 
SYNTH 

ENABLE / 
WAVEFORM 

SAMPLE 
PLAYER 

FACTORY / 
USER 

SAMPLE 
SELECT / 

CATEGORIZE 

ENABLE MIDI 
/ MIDI NOTE 

STEP VALUE 
TO VELOCITY 

STEP VALUE 
TO MIDI NOTE 
/ TO SAMPLE 
SELECTION 

MASTER 
TRACK / 
CHOKE 

        

SOLO MUTE FILL ROLL INVERT REVERSE ROTATE - ROTATE + 

        

TRACK DRUM SYNTH 
LEVEL 

DRUM SYNTH 
DECAY 

DRUM SYNTH 
PITCH 

D.S. PITCH 
ENVELOPE 

SAMPLE 
LEVEL 

NOISE LEVEL SAMPLE & 
NOISE DECAY 

        

TRACK VOLUME / 
ANALYZER 

BALANCE REVERB CUTOFF RESONANCE FILTER TYPE BIT CRUSHER 
/ CRUSHER 
SETTINGS  



 FUNCTION BUTTONS 
 

 PLAY / STOP  

Pressing this button will start playing the sequence from the beginning and will set the clock source to internal, 
pressing while playing will stop. 
 
 

 

 +  CONTINUE 

Holding shift  while clicking on play  will continue playing from the actual position without a reset. 
 
 

 
   TEMPO  

This will make the encoder modify the internal tempo in steps of 1 bpm. Minimum value is 10, maximum is 300                     
bpm. Holding shift while using the encoder will display the actual tempo using the grid as a low resolution                    
screen (in integer numbers, so no decimals). 
 
 

 
   +   SWING AMOUNT 

Set the swing amount (aka shuffle) with the encoder, making the even 16th notes longer and the odd 16ths                   
shorter proportionally. No matter if the clock source is not the internal one, TUKRA can generate a ‘swinged                  
grid’ from the straight midi clock or clock trigger input. Pressing shift will display the amount (minimum is 0,                    
maximum is 100). 

 Swing amount = 0  

Swing amount = 100  
 
 

 

 + HALF TEMPO  

This will divide the tempo by 2, the division will take effect on the next 4th (to avoid orthopedic changes). The                     
behaviour of this function differs a little if the clock source is internal or external / midi.  
With the internal clock the tempo can be divided as long as the tempo is bigger than 20 bpm, being 10 bpm the                       
minimum tempo allowed by TUKRA. With the external clock sources (midi or clock input) the tempo could be                  
divided up to 2 times only (to preserve a solid behaviour of the microgrid and rolls).  
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 +  + DOUBLE TEMPO  

This will multiply the tempo by 2, as before, will take effect on the next 4th. This function will be only effective 
if the clock source it’s internal or if the tempo has been previously divided by 2, in other words, TUKRA can not 
multiply any of the external clock sources, so this function will do nothing if any of those are chosen, unless the 
half tempo function has been previously applied. 
 

Both half & double tempo have also the limitation of the maximum and minimum bpm allowed by TUKRA, for 
example, with the internal clock and a tempo of 240 bpm, the double tempo function will do nothing, because it 
would exceed the limit of 300 bpm (which is pretty fast indeed). 

 
 

 

ZOOM 

Clicking on this button will pass through the different zoom levels, which are: 
 

- Zoom x 1 (1 row for every track ...this is zoom off). 
- Zoom x 2 (2 rows for every track). 
- Zoom x 4 (4 rows for every track). 
- Zoom x 8 (all the grid to display only one track). 

 
To scroll across the tracks when the zoom is bigger than x1, the default ‘track selection’ encoder function can                   
be used. 
 
 

 

 +  FOLLOW ON / OFF 

When ‘follow’ is deactivated the grid will show always the same section of the pattern, instead of being                  
following the playback pointer. Pretty handy when editing a pattern longer than 8 steps while playing it. 
 
 

 

 +  SHUTTLE 

When the shuttle is active the encoder will make the play position to step one by one (forward and backward). 
This behaviour for the encoder won’t work while TUKRA is playing. 
 
 

 

RANDOMIZE 

Press this button + any other in the numbers column to randomize the track in the actual pattern. The 
randomized parameter will depend on the actual edit mode.  
Those parameters can be: 
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- Step 
- Step probability 
- Gate 
- Gate probability 
- Roll 
- Roll probability  
- Step value 

- Play mode 
- Length 
- Clock divider 
- Euclidean number 
- Drum synth settings 
- Audio mixer settings 

 
 

 

 + INITIALIZE 

Use this combination of buttons and click on the numbers column to initialize parameters from a track. This 
function is currently available for the views: steps, roll, gate, probabilities, step value, length, mixer, drums and 
patterns grid (in the patterns grid this function will initialize all tracks and all parameters of the clicked pattern).  
 
 

 

COPY / PASTE 

Press this button + anyone from the numbers column to select the track to be copied. Once selected, all the                    
leds from the pots column will blink in orange (that means that the clipboard is not empty), by clicking again on                     
the numbers, the parameter related to the actual view will be pasted, and the clipboard will be empty. 
 
In the modulation matrix each single point can be copied and pasted. To copy/paste the 7 settings points that 
each track has, use the function by clicking on the numbers column.  
 
To empty the clipboard without  pasting it’s contents press shift  and click on the copy button. 
 
The copy / paste function will work with these views / parameters: 
 

- Step 
- Step probability 
- Gate 
- Gate probability 
- Roll 
- Roll probability  
- Step value 

- Play mode 
- Length 
- Clock divider 
- Euclidean number 
- Drum synth settings 
- Audio mixer settings 
- Modulation matrix settings. 

 
In the pattern, part and song grids and editors the behaviour of this button differs a little, will directly paste the 
active pattern, part or song. So instead of copy-paste, it will work as paste. 
 
 

 

MULTISELECT TOOL 

Use this to select several steps within a track. All edits/modifications will be performed to those selected steps.  
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GRID FUNCTIONS 

Hold this and click on the grid buttons to access their respective functions/parameters. Pressing and                
clicking on the numbers column will select the track. 
 
 

 

SHIFT 

Just like any shift button, this one does nothing itself but provides additional functionality to other buttons                 
clicked while this is pressed. 
 
 

 
   HOME / STEP EDIT 

Is the main view of the sequencer, where the steps are edited to build your pattern. Also this button will work                     
as a ‘back’ so a first click will take you to the previous edit mode / view, and a second click will take you to the                          
step editor. 
In this view the playback pointer is indicated by red color dots, the active steps in blue color, and the position                     
of the encoder with a blinking green one. 
Hold shift  and click on the button grid to open the micro grid view, where steps are expanded to 6 micro 
steps. 
Steps can be set on/off not only in this view, beats can be added or deleted in many other ones but using shift 

 and the grid. Those views are all ones except roll, triplets and live. 
 
  

 
   +  STEP PROBABILITY 
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1. 0%  
2. 11% 
3. 22% 
4. 33% 
5. 44% 
6. 56% 
7. 67% 
8. 78% 
9. 89% 
10. 100%  

The probability has 10 stepped values, being 1 the minimum (that step will be never               
played) and 10 the maximum (will play always). 
In this view the probability will be displayed with colors, red for max and blue for min.  
 
Click on any step to use the encoder to set the probability amount. 
Holding shift while using the encoder will modify the values of all the steps in that track                  
& pattern, not only the selected ones. 
 
Having a probability of 0, and therefore steps that will be never played may look absurd,                
but is not. There is also a ‘sculpt’ function, which consists in adding offset to the step                 
probability. That offset is independent for every track, and increasing it will bring to life all                
dead steps with a probability of 0, increasing the density of the rhythm pattern. 



 
 

 GATE 

To generate gates instead of triggers click on an active step when in this view. That step will be used as ‘open                      
the gate’ and the next active step (or micro step) will close it ...and won’t be played.  
The gate will affect the trigger outs and the midi out notes, but has no effect in the internal Drum Synth or                      
Sample Player, those are ‘one shot’, except for the fact that the step, or microstep, used to close won’t be                    
played. 
Again, playback pointers are red dots, active steps are blue dots and steps with gates are orange ones. 
 
 

 
 

 +  GATE PROBABILITY 

Each gate step has a probability from 1 to 10. Default value is 10. Click on a step and use the encoder to                       
modify its value. Holding shift while using the encoder will affect all the gate probability values in the track,                    
not just the selected step. Again the color code for the gate probability is red for maximum value and blue for                     
minimum. 
 
 

 
  ROLL 

In this view the roll (aka ratchet) can be activated for each step. 
Click on any active step or turn the encoder to place a roll there. Now that step will play the default roll (which                       
can be set with an encoder function roll type). 
To make the roll permanent on a step (so it does not change when the default roll is changed with the                     
encoder) press shift and click on it. Now, the actual default roll has been copied to the microgrid of that                     
step. 
 
 

 
   +  ROLL PROBABILITY 

Each roll step has a probability from 1 (blue) to 10 (red). Default value is 10. Click on a step and use the                       
encoder to modify its value, or the value of all the selected steps. Again, holding shift while using the                    
encoder will affect all the roll probability values in the track. 
 
 

 

  + ROLL TYPE 

This combination of buttons will make the encoder modify the default roll.  
There are three type of rolls:  

⬤◯◯◯◯◯ (16th note, no roll) 

⬤◯◯⬤◯◯  
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⬤◯⬤◯⬤◯  

⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤  
 
 

 
  STEP VALUE 

The step value has a range from 0 to 127.  
This parameter is used by default to set the velocity of the midi notes. Of course, it can be used as a                      
modulation source for any modulable parameter in TUKRA of any track. There is the possibility of using this                  
value to set the pitch of the midi notes and the drum synth or to set the sample selection. 
In this view the color of the steps will go from blue (step value = 0) to red (step value = 127) being purple in                         
the middle area. For a more clear view only the active steps will display a color, but indeed all steps in a                      
pattern have a step value that will be used if they’re modulating the parameters of other tracks, and which will                    
be displayed when multi select  is pressed..  
 

- To adjust a value click on the desired point of grid and use the encoder. 
- To display all the step values press multi select . 
- To select several steps of the same track press multi select and click on the grid to add steps to                     

the selection, now you can use the encoder to modify the value of all those selected steps. 
- To modify all the steps within a track press shift  while using the encoder. 
- To make a ramp of values going from 0 to 127 (or vice versa) hold on 2 points of the grid and use the                        

encoder, CCW will make a decreasing ramp, CW will make an increasing ramp. 
- To randomize all step values in a track press randomize  and any of the numbers. 
- To initialize all step values in a track press shift  +  and click on the numbers. 
- Press copy  and click on any point of the grid to copy & paste only one step. 
- To copy all step values in a track hold shift  + copy  and click on the numbers column to copy & 

paste.  
 
 

 

 + STEP VALUE (column view) 

This combination of buttons will activate another view to edit the step value, in this one, only the values of the                     
selected track will be displayed in columns, those ones corresponding to an active step are highlighted. Step                 
values can be edited by clicking on the grid or using the encoder, pressing shift while moving the encoder                    
will modify all step values in the track (not just the selected ones). A first click on the grid will select that step, a                        
second one will set its step value to (starting at the bottom row): 
 

15 31 47 63 79 95 111 127 
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 +  PATTERN PARAMETERS MODULATION 

This key combination activates the view of the modulation matrix for the track parameters of the patterns. 
 

 
 

 

 TRACK SETTINGS 

This button will activate a view that has several track configurations which are shared within the same song,                  
with the exception of the last column, which has pattern track parameters. These settings can be changed on                  
the fly without artifacts, so it could be used, for example, to switch on/off some extra layers of the drum                    
sounds. Those settings are detailed  here. 
 

 
 

 
   + TRIPLETS 

TUKRA’s time grid can be set in triplets, in sections of 4 steps. This setting affects all tracks and when active,                     
the last step of those 4 ones will be ignored. To set the grid to triplets click on the triplet icon and click on                         
the area you’d like to convert, that will be highlighted in green color. Other facts to point is that the parameter                     
swing amount won’t have any effect in the sections with triplet grid. 
 

- Triplets will be applied to the grid of the pattern, so to all tracks. 
- Each 4th step will be ignored. 
- Swing amount will not apply. 

 
 

 

 + FORCE TRIPLETS 

This turns ON / OFF an option that will make TUKRA to play in triplets; as before, the last step of every 4 will                        
be ignored.  
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nothing nothing LENGTH CLOCK 
DIVIDER 

EUCLIDEAN 
RHYTHM 

EUCLIDEAN 
OFFSET 

nothing nothing 

        

 ENABLE 
DRUM SYNTH 

& NOISE 

ENABLE 
SAMPLE 
PLAYER 

SAMPLE 
SELECT 

MIDI NOTE / 
ENABLE MIDI 

STEP VALUE 
TO VELOCITY 

STEP VALUE 
TO MIDI NOTE 
/ TO SAMPLE 

SELECT 

CHOKE / 
MASTER 
TRACK 



 
 

  LIVE / PERFORMANCE ACTIONS 

Clicking on this will make the live view active, this will allow you to perform several actions to any of the tracks                      
without the need of switching to another mode or view. This way at the same time one track can be muted                     
while reversing the play direction of another etc. 
Every row represents a track and every column an action. Those actions are: 
 

 

 
The fill  and roll  are ‘latch’ functions, they’ll be active only while the corresponding button keeps pressed, 
and the other functions are ‘toggle’ ones. 
 
 

 
  DRUMS  

This is pretty basic, but still gives a reasonable amount of possibilities to generate drum and percussion                 
sounds. Every track has three sound sources that can be layered to build the sound (sample player, drum                  
synth and noise) with the advantage that all parameters can be modulated. These parameters are: 
 

 
● Drum synth volume: volume of the main frame. 
● Drum synth decay: length of the envelope, used for the duration of the drum sound and the pitch mod. 
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SOLO MUTE FILL ROLL INVERT REVERSE ROTATE - ROTATE + 

 SOLO: will mute all tracks except the clicked one, several tracks can be soloed.  

 MUTE: will silent the clicked track.  

 FILL: all steps will be ‘ON’ while this button is pressed, and they’ll play even if the track is muted.  

 ROLL: all ‘ON’ steps will have a roll while this button is pressed. 

 INVERT PATTERN: (aka NOT gate) will turn the track to its negative version. Turning ON the OFF 
steps and vice versa. 

 REVERSE PLAY DIRECTION: with this action a track in forward play mode will turn into backward and 
vice versa, pendulum will just change the direction without affecting the play mode. 

 ROTATE - : shifts the pattern one step to the left. 

 ROTATE + : shifts the pattern one step to the right. 

        

TRACK DRUM LEVEL DRUM DECAY DRUM PITCH PITCH 
ENVELOPE 

SAMPLE 
LEVEL 

NOISE LEVEL SAMPLE & 
NOISE DECAY 



● Drum synth pitch: base frequency of the drum. If ‘step value to midi note’ is active in a track, this setting                     
will do nothing, as the pitch of the drum will be defined by the step value. 

● Drum synth pitch envelope amount: positive or negative amount of pitch modulated by the envelope. 
● Sample player volume. 
● Noise volume. 
● Sample player and noise decay (they share the same envelope). 

 
 

 
   + DRUMS MODULATION 

This activates the view for the modulation matrix of the drum synth parameters. Note that if the ‘step value to                    
midi note’ option is active for a track, the pitch of the drum will be fixed to its step value (an quantized) so the                        
modulation settings for that parameter won’t have effect. 
 
 

 
  AUDIO MIXER 

This will enter the audio mixer, where the columns represent all the audio parameters (like sliders) of the                  
selected track. A blue led on the numbers column indicates the track which parameters are being displayed,                 
click on any number to select a track. Those parameters are: 
 

 
- Volume. 
- Balance. 
- Reverb amount. 
- Filter cutoff frequency. 
- Filter resonance. 
- Filter type (smoothly crossfades lowpass - bandpass - highpass). 
- Bit crusher amount (degradation). 

 
Click on the bottom row of the button grid to get a value equal to zero, the row is 50% and the top row is                          
approx 90% (indeed it’s 89,6 %). There are 127 steps between each dot of the grid that are covered by the                     
encoder, this amount of precision may not be necessary for all parameters, but handy when it comes to tune                   
the pitch of the drum synth . Keep in mind that clicking on the first row of the button grid won’t set the                       
parameter to its maximum value, there still being a margin covered by the encoder.  
 
A blue dot on the numbers column tells which track is selected. Click on any of them to select one.  
Holding shift will change the visualization, and the values displayed for each parameter will be the                 
modulated ones (instead of the ‘initial’ values), clicking on a column (while shift is pressed) will redirect to                   
the audio modulation matrix, with that parameter already selected, so once there, all you need is to set the                   
modulation amount (with the encoder) and select the modulation source (with the numbers column). Press               
home  to go back to the mixer view. 
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TRACK VOLUME BALANCE REVERB CUTOFF RESONANCE FILER TYPE BIT CRUSHER 



 
 

 

 + AUDIO MIXER MODULATION 

Enter this view to set the modulation amount and modulation source for every audio parameter. 
 
 

 
Modulation 
In both vertical and horizontal views the values displayed are the ‘initial’ ones, those parameters will be                 
processed by the modulation matrix before being used for the drum synth or the mixer. To visualize the                  
modulated values hold shift , that new visualization will be stepped depending on the pattern content (and                 
in the modulation settings, of course). With an empty track no modulation will be displayed (because TUKRA is                  
not calculating those values), and the best time resolution will happen with the tightest rolls or with the                  
microgrid being filled up. 
Clicking on a parameter while holding shift will open the modulation matrix, with that parameter selected,                 
ready to set the modulation amount and the modulation source. 
 
 

 
Modulation matrix 
 Many TUKRA parameters can be modulated, for that purpose a modulation amount has to be set on the                  
modulation matrix. In the modulation matrix view the rows represent the tracks, and the columns represent                
the parameters, same as before, a led blinking on the most right column will indicate which are those                  
parameters, but in purple color for all modulation matrices. 
 
To enter a the matrix: 

- Press shift  + mixer audio mixer parameters 
- Press shift  + drums drum synth and sample player params. (except sample selection) 
- Press shift  + step value length, clock divider, and euclidean parameters 

 
The modulation in TUKRA is always stepped, the CV inputs and midi CCs are read about 1.000 times per                   
second but the changes are only applied once per micro step (that is 48 times per second at 120bpm). 
 
There are several modulation sources, the one for the selected point of the matrix will be indicated by the                   
numbers column. Only one source can be used for each parameter.  
The mod source is set with the numbers column. Click on  to  to select the CV inputs,  to   for the 
random sources and  for midi CC. To learn the midi CC the button has to be pressed, only when a midiCC is 
being received the modulation source will be set and the led will turn yellow. To select one of the 8 internal 
LFOs press  and click on the desired number. The step value of each track is the default modulation source 
for drums and mixer parameters, to select the step values of a different track press shift  and click on the 
numbers column.  
The random sources are 3 values that will be randomized on every step.  
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    CV input blue   
    unipolar resolution: 1.024 
 

 CV in 1 Step value - track 1 LFO 1 



 
To set the modulation amount click on the desired point of the matrix and use the encoder, negative                  
modulation values will be represented as purple to blue color, positive ones from yellow to red. 
To set the modulation amount to zero press shift  and click on the desired point. 
 
There are 3 modulation matrices. Actually the following parameters can be modulated: 
 

 
When modulation is applied to any of those parameters no visual representation of the changes will be                 
displayed except for the euclidean pattern generator, please note that the initial value for the euclidean                
number has to be bigger than 0, if not, the modulation applied to it won’t have any effect. 
 

About step value and the modulation matrix:  
TUKRA processes each track sequentially, starting by the first, then the second and so on.  
For that reason when the step value of a track is used to modulate parameters of another track which is in a                      
previous position, there will be an offset of 1 micro step.  
For example, if using the step value of track 5 to modulate the filter of track 2, when track 2 it’s being                      
processed (and so is its filter) the step value read from track 5 will be one step earlier, because the current one                      
has not been processed yet. 
This shouldn’t be a problem in most situations, when some funky semi-random cross modulation result is what                 
is desired, but for an accurate behaviour with total control over what’s going on, the use of a step value from a                      
previous track as a modulation source is preferred.  
One example: let's say we have a snare on track 2 with its step value modulating its volume, to get the hi hat                       
on track 3 quiet when the snare is really loud (sort of side chain compression) if the step value of track 2 is                       
used to inversely modulate the volume of track 3, for sure when the snare is loud the hi hat will be quiet. 
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 CV in 2 Step value - track 2 LFO 2     Random green  
    unipolar resolution: 1.024 
    Midi CC yellow  
    unipolar resolution: 128 
 
    Step value red  
    unipolar resolution: 128 
 
    LFO green / red 
    bipolar resolution: 10.000 

 CV in 3 Step value - track 3 LFO 3 

 CV in 4 Step value - track 4 LFO 4 

 Random 1 Step value - track 5 LFO 5 

 Random 2 Step value - track 6 LFO 6 

 Random 3 Step value - track 7 LFO 7 

 Midi CC learn Step value - track 8 LFO 8 

Pattern Drums Mixer 

Length 
Clock divider 
Euclidean number 
Euclidean rotation 

Sample player volume 
Drum volume 
Drum decay 
Drum pitch 
Drum pitch envelope 
Noise level 
Noise decay 

Track level 
Pan 
Reverb amount 
Filter frequency 
Filter resonance 
Filter type 
Bit crusher 



 
 
 ROW 4 - pattern settings 

 

 +  PLAY MODE 

There are 8 track play modes, the first 4 ones are always ‘one shot’, the other ones, if a clock division bigger 
than 1 it’s applied, will be ‘step repeat’ (re-trigger). 
 

The play mode can be selected in 2 ways:  
- By clicking on the button grid: the row is the track you’re setting on, column is the playmode, being 

leftmost one ‘forward & NOT re-trigger’ and the rightmost one ‘random & re-trigger’. Pressing shift  
while clicking on the grid will make this setting to be applied to all tracks. 

- By using the encoder, which will change the play mode of the selected track. 
 
 

 
   + LENGTH 

The length of each track / pattern will be displayed with light blue dots in this view. It can be edited by clicking                       
on the grid or using the encoder. Maximum value is 64, default is 8.  
To set a length bigger than 8 steps the zoom view would be handy. With shift this setting to be applied to                       
all tracks. 
Setting the length of a track in 17 steps while the rest of the pattern is in 16 steps will result in interesting                       
polyrhythmic stuff (the master track setting has to be OFF btw), and will make the pattern have a cycle of 272                     
steps (it will take 17 cycles of 16 steps to sound the same). 
Setting a track in 63 while the rest are in 64 will give a pattern that needs 4032 steps to sound the same...so                       
the limit of steps per track/pattern is 64, but the behaviour of the whole pattern can go ‘a little’ further. 
 
 

 
   + CLOCK DIVIDER 

Set the clock division for every track / pattern. Values are from 1 to 64 steps. The clock divider value is                     
represented with green dots in the grid. With clock division values bigger than 1, the steps will be re-triggered                   
for play modes 5 to 8. 

To randomize the clock divider of a track, press randomize  and click on the first column. 
To set the clock division for a track click on any point of its corresponding row of the button grid or use the                       
encoder. With shift  this setting to be applied to all tracks. 
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one shot step repeat when clock division > 1 

1- Forward. 
2- Backward. 
3- Pendulum. 
4- Random. 

5- Forward. 
6- Backward. 
7- Pendulum. 
8- Random. 



 
 

 
   +  EUCLIDEAN RHYTHM GENERATOR  

The euclidean rhythm generator is an algorithm that distributes a number of beats within a number of steps                  
in the most equidistant possible way. There are three parameters that will affect the resulting pattern which                 
are: length of the pattern, number of beats to distribute and rotation of the pattern (aka pattern position                  
offset). 
 
This is an encoder function, so it could be used in several edit modes. Select a track and move the encoder to                      
change the number of beats that the pattern should contain, minimum is 0, maximum is the length size of the                    
current track. 
 
1 ⬤◯◯◯◯◯◯◯ 
2 ⬤◯◯◯⬤◯◯◯ 
3 ⬤◯◯⬤◯◯⬤◯ 
4 ⬤◯⬤◯⬤◯⬤◯  

5 ⬤◯⬤◯⬤⬤◯⬤ 
6 ⬤◯⬤⬤⬤◯⬤⬤ 
7 ⬤◯⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤ 
8 ⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤⬤ 

 
A second parameter adjusts the offset of the pattern generated by the euclidean function, the euclidean                
pattern rotation. 
 
Using the Euclidean Rhythm Generator does not imply that you can’t edit that track the same way you edit any                    
of the other ones, indeed you can do anything to it like add extra beats, rotate the track, invert it… the only fact                       
to take in account is that if any of the parameters that affects to the euclidean pattern generator changes, the                    
track will be ‘redrawn’ with the new pattern, and the ‘manual beat edits’ would be lost, but rolls, step values,                    
gates etc would stay unaffected. 
This will happen if any of the following cases occurs: 
 

- Change in the euclidean number. 
- Change in the euclidean pattern rotation. 
- Change in the track length. 
- Modulation amount of the euclidean number, euclidean rotation or length is not 0. 

 
 

 
   +  EUCLIDEAN PATTERN ROTATION 
 
With this function the offset of the euclidean pattern is set by using the encoder. Minimum value is 0 (default) 
and maximum is the length of the pattern. Both euclidean parameters are handled by the encoder, so these 
functions can be used in any view. 
 
 

 

 +  SCULPT 

The sculpt is an offset for the step probability, with this, the density of a track can be increased by rising up 
steps with the low probability. This parameter is independent for each track. In this view the sculpt of the 
selected tracks can be modified with the encoder. Click on any track to add or remove it from the selection 
(selected tracks will blink), the sculpt amount is displayed in green color. 
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 + MASTER FILTER 

Apart from the filters that every track has, there is a master low pass filter, just before the output, that will                     
process the audio sum of all tracks. Unlike the stepped behaviour of the other ones, this filter has continuous                   
control.  
This button combination will make the master filter cutoff to be modified by the encoder, while pressing shift 
will make the encoder to modify the master filter resonance. 
 
 
 ROW 5 - TRACK SETTINGS view, activate it with  

 
  ENABLE DRUM SYNTH 

This will enable the Drum Synth and the noise source, that can be layered with the sample player. 
 
 

 

 + DRUM SYNTH WAVEFORM 

Clicking with shift will change the waveform of the Drum Synth, actual options are sine, triangle and saw.  
 
 

 
  ENABLE SAMPLE PLAYER - Factory bank 

By clicking on the sample player icon  the factory bank sample player will be activated. The led will turn 
green with this option. 
 
 

 

 +  ENABLE SAMPLE PLAYER - User bank 

This will activate the user bank sample player, (the samples in raw format imported from the microSD). Led will                   
light in red color. Enabling this option will deactivate the factory sound bank sample player (just in case it was                    
active). 
 
 

 
  SELECT SAMPLE 

Click on this and use the encoder to select the sound to be reproduced by the sample player (depending on 
the option, from the internal or user bank). 
Only if TUKRA is stopped the samples will be played while moving the encoder. 
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 + SAMPLE GRID 

This is an alternative way for the sample selection, where all samples are displayed in the grid. The numbers                   
column will indicate the track you’re working on with a blue led, with that first column of buttons the sample                    
player setting can be also modified as follows: 
 

... turns on / off the factory sampler player, green 
 + ... turns on / off the user sampler player, red 
 + ... selects the track, blue blink 

 
The encoder will scroll up/down the grid. This function can be accessed anytime from any view, the ‘song track 
settings view’ does not need to be previously activated. To toggle the display by categories press multiselect 

 button. The color code is related to the harmonic content as follows: 
- Red : low. Bass drums/ low toms 
- Orange : mid-low. Toms / snares 
- Green : mid-high. Snares / claps 
- Blue : high Hi hats  
- White : not classified. 

Samples with the same category as the selected one will blink. When the ‘display categories’ is active, 
pressing shift and clicking on a sample will modify its assigned one. 
 
 

 

 +  + CATEGORIZE USER SAMPLE LIBRARY 

With this combination of buttons TUKRA will start playing the samples from the user bank and collecting some                  
information with the spectrum analyzer, samples will be categorized depending on the result. The function               
works pretty well but sometimes a very bright snare could be set as a hi hat for example. Those categories can                     
be modified in the sample grid view. 
 
 

 
  MIDI NOTE 

Set the pitch of the midi note generated by the track, lowest value is 0 (displayed in light green color) and 
highest one is 127 (red color). This option has no effect if the ‘step value to midi note’ is active. 
Click on the midi note  and use the encoder to set it. 
 
 

 
   +  TURN MIDI OFF  

To de-activate midi for a track: press shift  and  click on the midi note . The corresponding led will turn off. 
Now that track won’t generate any midi notes. Use the same button combination to activate it. 
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   + MIDI CHANNEL 

This view is used to configure the midi channel independently for each track using the encoder or grid buttons. 
Default value is 1, clicking on the grid will set values as follows: 
 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 
 
 

 
  STEP VALUE TO MIDI VELOCITY 

This option is active by default, and will set the velocity of the generated midi notes the same as the step 
value. Indicated by a blue lighted led. 
 
 

 

  + STEP VALUE TO DRUM VOLUME 

This is a shortcut to set the Drums and the modulation matrix so the step value will control the volume of the 
drum synth, noise and sample player. 
 
 

 
 

STEP VALUE TO MIDI NOTE 

Click on this column to make the step value the pitch of the outgoing midi notes and the pitch of the drum                      
synth, you could even use this to make melodies, bass lines or whatever (by editing the step values) in the                    
most horrible and less intuitive way ever offered by a piece of hardware. If this option is active neither the                    
frequency setting for the drum synth or the modulation adjustment for that parameter will work, as it will be                   
fixed to the note set by its step value. Indicated by a green lighted led. 
Step value 69 will correspond to a midi note A4 and the frequency of the drum synth would be 440Hz. 
 
 

 
 

 + STEP VALUE TO SAMPLE SELECTION 

Click this to make the step value to modulate the selection of the sample that will be played by that track, the                      
resulting sample selection will be the initial value for that setting plus the current step value.  
With this option you can have almost a whole drum pattern in one track. Indicated by a red lighted led, if the                      
‘step value to midi note’ is active, the resulting color will be yellow. 
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  CHOKE & MASTER TRACK 

This column has 2 functions in the ‘song settings’ view, for track 1 activates the master track option in the                    
current pattern, that means that all tracks will be reset when the first track ends its cycle, and is indicated by a                      
red lighted led. 
 
For tracks from 2 to 8, this column activates the choke option for that track/pattern. This option is indicated by                    
a dark pink color led. 
By default each track has as reference the previous one, so when a track has the choke activated, it will only                     
play if the step of the previous track is off. But the reference track can be set to any other by clicking on the                        
numbers column while the choke button is pressed (the reference track will be indicated by a white blink on the                    
numbers column), and because TUKRA processes tracks sequentially the behaviour of this function would              
differ depending if the reference track is a previous or posterior one. For example, if choke is activated for                   
track 5 and the reference track for that is track 7, if a step of the track 7 it’s ON, the next step of track 5 will be                            
muted by the choke function.  
 
This choke thing was used in some drum machines to make the closed and open hi hats (placed in different                    
tracks) not to play at the same time, but it has more applications, for example to give a more consistent feel                     
when using poly-metric rhythms. Let's say we have a pattern of 16 steps with a ‘main’ snare in track 5 and a                      
second snare in track 6 with a length of 15 steps. The pattern of that second snare will be ‘rotating’ around the                      
main beat (the master track has to be off btw). If the choke option is active in track 6, that second snare will                       
never play at the same time as the ‘main’ one, giving a more coherent result and maybe avoiding the high-mid                    
frequencies from both snares to overlap.  
 
 

 

 + MASTER TRACK 

This button combination will make active the master track setting for the current pattern. It can be done any 
time in any view or mode, so the ‘song track settings view’ does not need to be previously activated. 
 
 
 ROW 6 -  

 

 +  /  + ROTATE SEQUENCE 

Using any of these button combinations will make the encoder rotate the selected track. This encoder function                 
can be used in any of the pattern edit views (step, gate, roll, step value and their respective probabilities). 
 
 
 ROW 8 - audio mixer 

 
  VOLUME 

Sets the volume of the track (the sum of the drum synth, sample player and noise). 
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 +  + SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

This combination of keys activates the 8 band spectrum analyzer. 
 
 

 
  BALANCE 

Set the position of the track in the stereo field, in the minimum value the sound will be present only at the  L 
OUT jack, and in the maximum value at the R OUT one. 
 
 

 
  REVERB 

This parameter adjusts the reverb send from the current track, that is a ‘pre-fader’ send. So the amount of 
signal sent to the reverb is independent of the track volume.  
 
 

 
  FILTER CUTOFF 

Set the corner frequency for the filter. 
 
 

 
  FILTER RESONANCE 

This parameter is also called Q factor, it        
increases the gain of the corner      
frequency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  FILTER TYPE 

This sets the type of filter, available ones are Low Pass, Band Pass and High Pass. 
The parameter smoothly fades from one type to another, being low pass at minimum (clicking on row 8 if you                    
are in the vertical view), band pass in the middle (row 4 in the vertical view) and high pass at maximum. Keep                      
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in mind that clicking on the row 1 won’t set the parameter to its maximum value, there still being a range that                      
must be covered by the encoder). 
 

 
Low Pass : this will attenuate all frequencies above the cutoff,           
and will let pass the low ones. It’s the default setting for this             
parameter. 
 
 
High Pass: attenuates all frequencies below the cutoff, and will          
let pass the high ones. Useful for low frequency cleaning of hi            
hats and similar stuff. 
 
 
Band Pass: Attenuates both higher and lower frequencies. With         
this option a volume drop will happen. 
 
 

 
 

  BIT CRUSHER 

The bit crusher is a quantization of the audio sample rate and bit depth, increasing the ‘degradation’ will make 
the sound go from clean to a subtle 8-bit lo-fi feel, and to a real nasty digital distortion within the higher values. 
 
 
 
Sample rate reduction would be equal to an 
‘horizontal’ quantization as shown in this image, 
and the bit depth would be a ‘vertical’ one. 
 
 
The ‘degradation’ will morph from these values 
by default: 
Set to min:  16 bit / 44100 Hz  
Set to max:   3 bit / 500 Hz 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   +  + BIT CRUSHER SETTINGS 

Bitcrusher has only one parameter, which is the ’degradation’, but as told earlier, there are 2 types of audio 
quantization involved in that degradation. This combination of buttons allows the customization of those 
parameters independently for each of the 8 tracks. 
The values corresponding to the maximum possible degradation are displayed horizontally, red color 
corresponds to the bit depth reduction and green to the reduction of the sample rate. Use the button grid or the 
encoder to set the desired amount (normal click / encoder turn will set the bit depth, with shift will set the 
sample rate). 
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Maximum reduction for the bit depth is 1 bit (super nasty harsh distortion). 
Maximum reduction for sample rate is 10 Hz (kind of ‘sandy-ring’ distortion). 
Both parameters and ‘degradation’ set to max will result in an absurd and unrecognizable garbage. 
 
This is a global setting so it will be shared by all songs, but is saved in the microSD card, each project has its 
own one. 
 
 
 ROW 1 - patterns, parts, songs and projects 

 

 + PATTERNS 

There are 64 patterns, each one has its own settings for every track duration, play mode, clock divider, master                   
track, choke and euclidean settings. Each pattern has a color assigned, this color would be the same in the                   
part edit grid, so it serves as a reference. Empty patterns will be displayed in light white color. 
To load a pattern:  

- Press  +  button, now you’ve entered into the pattern grid. The actual pattern will blink. 
- Press on any of the grid buttons to load a pattern, pressing two buttons will create a chain of                   

patterns, containing those two and all patterns in between. The pattern will be loaded when the actual                 
playing one has finished, unless TUKRA is stopped. 

To copy a pattern: 
- Press copy  and any of the grid buttons to copy the actual loaded pattern to the selected slot. 

To edit a pattern: 
- Press shift  and click on the button grid, you’ll be redirected to the step edit view (home). 

To make a part containing the pattern or chain of patterns: 
- Press  + , now you are in the parts grid. Press copy  and click on any slot to make a part 

containing the actual pattern or chain of patterns. 
 
 

 

 + EDIT PART 

Every part has up to 64 patterns. The pattern currently in play will blink. 
The editor works this way: 
 

- Click on a slot to play its pattern, now the playback pointer is in the selected slot. Rotating the                   
encoder will change the pattern assigned to it. 

- Press copy and click on any grid button to copy the actual pattern to the clicked slot. If there was                     
a pattern in that slot, it will be substituted, if the slot was empty, the actual pattern will be copied to it                      
and all the empty slots in between. 

- Click on an empty cell and you’ll be redirected to the pattern grid, once a pattern (or chain of patterns)                    
are selected will be placed in the previously clicked cell and TUKRA will return to the edit part view. 

- Press shift  and click on a slot to edit that pattern, so the step edit (home) view will be activated. 
- Press  +  and click on the last pattern of a part to erase it. 
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 + PARTS 

This is the view where parts are displayed. Parts have a color assigned too, which will remain in the song                    
editor for reference. Empty parts are displayed in soft blue color, those empty parts contain by default the first                   
pattern. The actual part will blink. 
 

- Click on any of the grid slots to load a part.  
- Press copy  and click on any grid button to paste the actual part there.  
- Press shift  and click on a slot to edit the content of that part, so the edit part view will be 

activated. 
 
 

 

 +  EDIT SONG 

This is the view where parts can be added to a song.  
- Clicking on an empty slot will redirect to the parts grid view, the part (or chain of parts) selected will be 

placed in the previously clicked slot.  
- Clicking on a non empty slot and moving the encoder will modify the part assigned there. 
- Pressing shift and clicking on a non empty slot will redirect to the ‘edit part’ view, so you’ll be editing the 

content of the part assigned to that slot. 
- Press  +  and click on the last part of a song to erase it. 

 
 

 

 + SONGS 

Even if a TUKRA’s project is used only to make one composition, it’s pretty handy to have the possibility of                    
storing 16 songs on each project. This allows to compare different versions of the same tune, with different                  
tempo, structure of choice of drum sounds and mixer settings.  
Also, if you don’t really use ‘songs’, and what you prefer is more to improvise with patterns (or chains of                    
patterns) the 16 songs will serve as presets for the mixer, drums and modulation settings. So songs in TUKRA                   
are useful even if there’s no interest in finalizing a composition in the traditional / closed sense of the word. 
Clicking in the grid will load all the song parameters (tempo, swing, midi, drums, mixer and ramifications                 
settings) but without altering the current playback content. 

- Press shift  and click on a song to edit its content. 
- Press copy and click on a song to copy the actual one there. 

 
 

 

 + OPEN PROJECT 

This will take you to the view where the available projects can be loaded. In this view, the non lighted dots of 
the grid are empty projects. The last loaded or saved project will blink. Keep in mind that projects can be 
loaded while TUKRA is plating but the sound will stop for a moment. 
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   +  + IMPORT RAW SAMPLES 

This combination of buttons will copy the samples from the microSD card to TUKRA’s internal memory. While                 
this process it’s being performed TUKRA will be freezed for several seconds, during this, you’ll see the                 
progress in the grid as follows: 
 

- A red dot means a file to be processed. 
- If copied, that dot will turn green. 
- If the file already exists and it’s identical to the one on the memory chip it won’t be copied and the led                      

will turn blue. 
 

The internal memory for storing user samples has 8Mb, so better use short audios, and the maximum number                  
of samples is 256. They must be placed in the ‘SAMPLES’ folder of the microSD, in mono, 16 bit 44.1KHz                    
RAW format and named with consecutive numbers, just like this:  
“1.RAW”, “2.RAW” … “85.RAW” … ”256.RAW” 
 
This function works fine when adding samples, but may get stuck if you are replacing existing ones. If you                   
experiment problems there is a function to totally erase the internal memory which will solve the issue. 
 
To convert several audio files to RAW at a time:  
 
- Get the free audio editor Audacity,  
 
- Select several audio files and drop them into it. 
 
- Audacity > File > Export > Export Multiple. 
 
- Select these settings: RAW, Signed 16 bit PCM. 
 
- Rename the files if necessary 1.RAW … 256.RAW 

 
 
 

 

 + SAVE PROJECT 

Up to 64 projects can be stored in the microSD memory card. Again, the non lighted dots of the grid are empty 
projects. When this is active the aux leds will show a clear warning with alt red blinks. 
The last loaded or saved project will blink. Saving a project will freeze TUKRA for about 4 seconds, loading it 
for less than 1 second, both actions could be done while playing but with the consequent silence.  
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 ROW 2 - various settings and tools 

 
   + CLOCK INPUT SETTINGS 

Use the encoder to set the clock input to 4, 8, 12 or 24 ppq. In 4 ppq (or any resolution under 24) the rest of 
the time grid will be calculated by TUKRA (in a very precise way). Pressing multiselect will display the value. 
 
 

 
   + CLOCK OUTPUT SETTINGS 

Use the encoder to set the clock output to 4, 8, 12 or 24 ppq. Hold multiselect to visualize the clock output 
value while modifying it. 
 
 

 
   +  + RESET OUTPUT SETTINGS 

This will make the encoder adjust the reset out configuration. By default the reset will output a trigger when 
TUKRA starts to play (zero), but it can be set to send triggers every 1, 2, 3...64 steps, so it could be used also 
as an alternative clock out with its own division.  
 
 

 
   + BRIGHTNESS 

Use the encoder to set the overall brightness of the leds. This parameter will be stored in the EEPROM and                    
recalled in the next power up. Keep in mind that if brightness is set to a very low value some of the softer                       
colors could not be displayed. 
 
 

 

 +  + COLOR MODIFICATION 

In case that you’re not happy with TUKRA’s colors, or if you have problems 
differentiating them, with this function the color scheme can be modified. This 
modification will be performed by rotating the ‘hue color wheel’ up to 360º.  
Turning the encoder totally CCW will leave the default colors. 
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   + REVERB TIME 

Use this combination of buttons to make the encoder adjust the reverb time from 100 millisecond to 10 
seconds.  
 
 
 
 

 

 +  + REVERB STEREO ENHANCER 

Switch ON/OFF the stereo image of the reverb.  
 
 

 

 + TAP TEMPO 

Set the tempo manually by pressing the function button  while clicking tap tempo . TUKRA needs at least 
2 taps to learn the tempo. 
 
 

 

 + RECORD 

This will activate the record function, with it, the steps can be entered playing in real time. Clicking on any                    
button of a row will record a step in that track, TUKRA is pretty responsive, with a latency of ~1ms. 
Pres shift  while clicking on the grid to CLEAR STEPS instead of adding beats. 
 
Depending on the column a step value will be recorded too, so even if TUKRA has no velocity sensitive                   
buttons, you can play and do some interesting things, especially when the step value is modulating some of                  
the audio or drums parameters of its own track.  
The step value assigned from the left-most to the right-most columns would be: 
0 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 
 
 

 

 + SNAPSHOT / NON DESTRUCTIVE 

The non destructive option will make the performed modifications to patterns not to be stored. Any added                 
beats, changes in the play mode, pattern length or any other parameter will stay there until there is a pattern                    
number change, so in a pattern chain all modifications will disappear when the next pattern is loaded. 
Clicking snapshot a second time will exit the ‘non destructive mode’ and will recall the original pattern,                  
discating all performed modifications.  
If you are in ‘non destructive mode’ but you are happy with the things you’ve done to a pattern you can make                      
those changes permanent in the patterns grid , once there press copy and click on any button to copy the                    
modified pattern to that slot. 
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ROW 3 - ramifications view 
 

 This is a generative tool that adds variations to the sequence and brings a more solid feel when improvising                   
with the modular, no matter if you get lost wiggling knobs or whatever, ramifications will remind you and the                   
listener when the beginning of a ‘big cycle’ comes. The size of that cycle can be fixed (like making a roll on a                       
track at the end of every 16 measures) or incremental. 
 
This is not a random music generator, the result is a logic application of the ramification settings to the                   
patterns, so all what you get is deduced from that, and it will be exactly the same every time you press play. 
The ramification algorithm is conceived to be used in standard 4/4 beats. Using ramifications with irregular                
measures like 7/4 may bring unpredictable results, which, on the other hand, may be what you are looking for. 
 
The use of this tool can be a little cryptic, so my recommendation is to start experimenting with all the other                     
TUKRA’s features and leave this one for when  you have a brief idea of the TUKRA’s overall functionality. 
 
Ramification parameters explained. 
 

- LAYER: there are 8 independent layers, each with its own selection of tracks, action, density, cycle                
reset and bug settings. 

- TRACKS: each layer will have effect on a selection of tracks: single tracks or any combination of                 
Tukra’s eight tracks., The same track can be affected by several layers. 

- ACTION: this is the type of operation that will be applied to the chosen tracks (currently the                 
performance actions except solo (mute, fill, roll, invert, reverse, rotate - and rotate +). 

- DENSITY: this parameter sets the number of steps that must pass before the action is applied to the                  
chosen tracks of a layer, and will be unapplied in the closest power of 2, so if a roll starts on the 13th                       
beat, it will remain on until the 16th, and in the 17th will be off (which is the start of the next cycle of 16                         
beats). 

- CYCLE RESET: in the geometric progression (the only one implemented at the moment), after the               
number of steps set by the density has passed, the cycle will be multiplied by 2 in a sort of fractalization                     
of the density settings, keeping the same time proportion. This parameter sets the number of               
‘allowed multiplications’ before applying a reset to the original density settings.  
 
 
Example of 3 cycles with a density of 4 in geometric evolvement (as you can see the proportion of ¾ is                     
always keeped across the cycles): 
 

◻◻◻◼ ◻◻◼◼ ◻◻◻◻ ◼◼◼◼ 
|-1st cycle-| 
|----------------2nd cycle---------------| 
|---------------------------------------------3rd cycle 3--------------------------------------------| 

 
- BUG: will add even more variation, by this setting every time that the cycle is reset an offset of -1 step                     

will be applied to the progression. Check the same example with a bug setting of 4: 
 

◻◻◻◼ ◻◻◼◼ ◻◻◻◻ ◼◼◼◼ → 3 cycles 

◻◻◼◻ ◻◼◼◻ ◻◻◻◼ ◼◼◼◻ → 3 cycles, 1st reset 

◻◼◻◻ ◼◼◻◻ ◻◻◼◼ ◼◼◻◻ → 3 cycles, 2nd reset 

◼◻◻◼ ◼◻◻◻ ◻◼◼◼ ◼◻◻◻ → 3 cycles, 3rd reset 
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RAMIFICATION LAYER 

There are 8 layers of ramifications, each with a selection of tracks (in any combination of them, the same                   
track can be present in several of these layers btw) and settings for cycle, action (the performance ones) and                   
bug. 
Click on this column to select, visualize and edit a layer. In the ramification layer column, a blue dot                    
indicates the selected layer. Blue dots in the numbers column indicates the tracks added to that layer (click                  
there to add / remove tracks from the current layer). 
 
 

 

RAMIFICATION ACTION 

This column indicates what operation will the selected layer perform (to the tracks added to that layer), 
pressing shift will show the available options and the actual one will blink. 
The available actions are: 
 

 
 

 

RAMIFICATION DENSITY x 64  

The density setting it’s done by three columns, each one representing x64, x8 and x1 step multiples. Bottom                  
row means 0, next is 1 and so on, so for example, to set a cycle of 10 steps, click on the row of x8                            
and the row of x1 (1x8 + 2x1 = 10 steps). Turning the encoder will increase / decrease the density in                       
steps of 1, and could give you a better way to understand how this works. 
 
This column sets the length of the cycle in multiples of 64. The bottom row means 0 x 64 (which is 0), next                        
one is 1 x 64 (64 steps), next one is 2 x 64 (128) and next one is 3 x 64 (192 steps), that will be                            
indicated by a green led column. 
 
 

 

RAMIFICATION DENSITY x 8 

This column sets the length of the cycle for the current ramification layer in multiples of 8. The bottom row                     
means 0 x 8 (which is 0), next one is 1 x 8 (8 steps), next one is 2 x 8 (16) and so on up to the first row                                

  which is 7 x 8 (56 steps), 
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RAMIFICATION DENSITY x 1 

This column sets the length of the cycle for the current ramification layer in multiples of 1. The bottom row                     
means 0, next one  is 1, next one  is 2 and so on up to the first row   which is 7 steps, 
 
 
 
 

 

RAMIFICATION CYCLE RESET 

This parameter sets the limit for the evolution in the ramification density. Bottom of the column in the cycle 
reset is 0, then 1 ,2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. A red led will indicate during play the actual state of the multiplication. 
To understand better this parameter here is an example, in this occasion displayed in columns, with 
density set to 7 steps and various cycle reset values. 
 
Cycle reset 0: 

◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼ 

Cycle reset 1: 

◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◼◼◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◼◼◼◼ 

Cycle reset 2: 

◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◼◼◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◻◻◻
◼◼◼◼◼◼◼◼ 

 
 

 

RAMIFICATION BUG 

Use this column to set the amount of versions of the whole ramification cycle (these versions are generated by 
an offset of -1 step). A red dot in the column will indicate during play the actual bug state. To keep the intended 
squared behaviour of the ramification algorithm, this parameter can be set to 1, 2, 4 and 8. Check this example 
with density 7, cycle reset 0 and various bug settings: 
 
Bug 1 (no variation): 

◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼ 

Bug 2: 

◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◼◼◻
◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◼◼◻ 

Bug 4: 

◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◼◼◻
◻◻◻◻◼◼◻◻
◻◻◻◼◼◻◻◻ 

 
Now with same density (7), but cycle reset set to 1 and various bug settings: 
 
Bug 1 (no variation): 

◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◼◼◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◼◼◼◼ 

◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◼◼◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◼◼◼◼ 
Bug 2: 

◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◼◼◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◼◼◻
◻◻◻◼◼◼◼◻ 
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◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◼◼◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◼◼◻
◻◻◻◼◼◼◼◻ 
Bug 4: 

◻◻◻◻◻◻◼◼
◻◻◻◻◼◼◼◼
◻◻◻◻◻◼◼◻
◻◻◻◼◼◼◼◻ 

◻◻◻◻◼◼◻◻
◻◻◼◼◼◼◻◻ 
◻◻◻◼◼◻◻◻
◻◼◼◼◼◻◻◻ 

 
 
 
 

 
   + LFO 

There are 8 internal LFOs. They are synched to the clock so only while TUKRA is playing they’ll move on. 
This combination of buttons activates the LFO edit view, which is pretty similar to the ramifications one.  

- First column displays the actual value of the selected LFO.  
-  Second column will select the LFO to display & edit.  
-  Third column selects the LFO type:  

triangle  
ramp 
S&H (random) 
square 50%  
square 25%  
square 12.5% 
random ramp 
random triangle 

- 4th , 5th  and 6th  columns will display & edit the LFO period in the same way as the 
ramifications cycle. 

 
 

 
   +  + CLEAR USER BANK MEMORY 

This combination of buttons it’s intentionally unusual to avoid the accidental activation of this function, which 
will clear all the user memory. Use it if you’re experimenting problems in the RAW import process, all 
previously imported files will be deleted. Once the memory has been cleaned up (it takes about 30 seconds, 
during that, TUKRA will be frozen) you can proceed to import the user sample library. Please note that 
TUKRA needs at least one .RAW file to be imported to use the user bank sample player, otherwise the module 
will get frozen if the user bank sample player is used.  
 

 
Famous last words...  

 
About the use of shift in the different views. 
As you’ve seen in this manual the shift  button offers extended functionality depending on the actual view 
(edit mode), to avoid confusion here’s a summary of how it works in the different ones: 
 
Step probability, gate probability, roll probability and step value views: 

- Shift and click on the grid to set a step on/off. 
- Shift and turn the encoder to modify all values in the track, not just the selected ones. 
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Length and clock divider views: 
- Hold shift to apply the settings to all tracks (by clicking on the grid or using the encoder). 

Home view: 
- Shift and click on the grid to edit the microgrid of a step. 

Roll view: 
- Shift and click on the grid to make the default roll permanent (by writing it to the microgrid).  

Drums and mixer views: 
- Shift and click on a column to edit the modulation of that parameter. 

Modulation matrix views: 
- Shift and click on the numbers ...  to set step value as the modulation source. 
- Shift and click on the rest of the grid to set the modulation amount of that point to 0. 

Songs grid, edit song, parts grid, edit part & patterns grid views: 
- Shift and click on the grid will edit the content of the clicked slot. 

 
 

 
SYNC 
TUKRA has the following ways to get the clock. No config is needed, the changes happen automatically: 

- Internal, active when play  is pressed. 
- External, active when a jack is plugged in the ‘clock input’ socket, it has to be a mono cable btw. 
- Midi, active when no jack is present in the ‘clock input’ and TUKRA is stopped. 

Both clock in and clock out can be configured for 4, 8, 12 or 24 ppq. 4 ppq means 1 clock trigger for every                        
step, 24 ppq is 6 triggers per step. 
 
To sync TUKRA with your daw in slave mode (so          
the computer is the master) you have to send a          
midi clock to it, as shown in this image. 
Apart from this no more configurations are       
needed. 
 
 

To make TUKRA the master and your DAW slave,         
set TUKRA’s midi clock as the sync source, this         
option won’t be available in all DAWs, for        
example in Cubase. 
 
 

 
 

About the modulation sources: 
Depending on what you’d like to achieve you can use the same source or different ones to modulate your stuff.                    
For example, if you modulate the noise level and the noise decay of the same track with the same random                    
source, those parameters will always keep a proportion (depending on the modulation amount settings), so it                
could be like the loudest the noise is, the shorter it becomes.  
The same concept could be applied to different tracks when choosing the same random source to modulate                 
their parameters. For example, 2 tracks with the mixer volume being modulated by the same source but with                  
inverted amounts will result in balanced volumes, so if track 1 gets loud, track 2 gets quiet proportionally. On                   
the contrary, if different modulation sources are chosen for that task, in result there may be moments where                  
both tracks are quiet or both loud giving a more chaotic / variable feel. 
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USING MIDI CONTROLLERS WITH TUKRA 
 
There are 3 midi physical ports available in TUKRA: 
 

- Midi TRS jack, for any device with DIN or TRS midi connection. 
- USB port* : to communicate with a DAW like Ableton, Cubase, Logic etc. 
- Host USB port : for midi controllers like Tesseract Modular Sweet Sixteen or Novation Launchpad. 

*This is the Teensy USB port, so an extension cable or the TUKRA expander would be needed. 
 
There can be up to 128 midi CCs controlling different parameters, but TUKRA will not pay attention to midi                   
channels or devices, so the same midi CC from different midi channels or different midi ports will be taken as                    
the same modulation source.  
 
TUKRA gets the midi CC messages from all midi inputs, and the MIDI clock from TRS and USB ports. 
With any Novation Launchpad in ‘drum mode’ pressing the pads will be the same as clicking on the TUKRA’s                   
8x8 button grid. 
 
 

 
Try this: 
To get a sort of interesting background loop with only one track follow this steps: 

- In the track settings  set the sampler player ON and the step value to sample selection ON. 
- In the mixer   turn the filter cutoff down quite a lot. 
- In the mixer modulation matrix set a positive amount of modulation for the filter cutoff with the step 

value as modulation source and set a negative modulation amount for the bit crusher, with step value 
as modulation source too. 

- Go to the step value  edit view and randomize the values of the whole track, use the encoder with 
shift to adjust all values at once and listen to the result. Randomize again and again until you find 
something that you like. Using the rotation tool may be handy too, when the loop you got is nice but 
what you perceive as the ‘first beat’ is not where it should be.  

Experiment by adding modulation to other parameters like balance, filter resonance, filter type... all with the 
step value as modulation source. 
 
 

 
FACTORY SAMPLE LIBRARY: 
 

● TUKRA custom library by David Synth (@_davidsynth) 9 kits (72 samples): 
Neurofunk / Glitch Hop - key D# 8 samples 
Industrial / Techstep / Roller - key A 8 samples 
BreakBeat / Classic DNB - key G# 8 samples 
Dubstep / Riddim - key F# 8 samples 
Tech House - key D# 8 samples 
Modern DNB - key B 8 samples 
Trap / Modern Beat - key C# 8 samples 
New Beat / Half Time - key E 8 samples 
Rap / Modern RnB - key A 8 samples 

● VERMONA DRM by Drum Depot by Marco Scherer 47 samples  
● Classic drum machines 74 samples 
● Jungle cuts 50 samples 
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● Extra custom samples 13 samples 
 
 

 
POWER 
 
TUKRA’S power consumption will depend on the led brightness setting. 
The +5V necessary to feed the leds and the Teensy 4.1 can be regulated from the +12V or taken from the +5V 
rail of your rack’s PSU.  
 
To select the +5V source use the slide switch next to the eurorack power connector. 
If your PSU has a +5V rail with enough power put the switch in the PSU position, this will save some precious                      
milliamperes of the +12v plus some power bricks like the Mean Well RT-65B will perform better with some load                   
in the +5V rail. 
 
Power consumption with brightness set to default value: 
With +5v from the PSU  

+12v 29 mA 
-12v 11 mA 
+5v 332 mA  

With +5V regulated from the +12V rail 
+12v 148 mA  
-12v 11 mA 

 
 

 
Firmware history: 
1.03 back to previous mode after saving project 
1.01 fixed categorize user bank 
1.00 initial release 
 

 
 
 
 

tesseract.modular@gmail.com 
www.tesseractmodular.com 

www.facebook.com/Tesseract-Modular-146727136274298 
www.instagram.com/mangudiaz/ 
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